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Wetting behavior of associating binary mixtures at attractive walls: A lattice Monte Carlo study
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The lattice gas model is used to study the effects of molecular association on the wettability of surfaces with
attractive walls by binary symmetric associating mixtures. The model assumes that the adsorbate particles
occupy a regular cubic lattice of sites and that the interactions between adsorbate particles involve only the first
nearest neighbors. The energies of interaction between the pairs of like particles are the same, while the only
interaction between a pair of unlike particles is due to association. Only the formation of dimers is allowed and
the energy of association is finite. The particles are subject to the surface, van der Waals-like potential, assumed
to be the same for both components. The model is studied with the help of the Monte Carlo simulation method
in the grand canonical ensemble. Only the ground state properties are treated analytically. It is demonstrated
that, in general, molecular association hinders wetting. In particular, in the systems with nonzero wetting
temperature, the increase of the association energy leads to the increase of the wetting temperature and for
sufficiently high energy of association the mixture does not wet the surface at all. When the system is expected
to exhibit complete wetting at the ground state, the film formed by strongly associating mixtures wets the
surface only at sufficiently low temperatures, below the dewetting temperature. It is demonstrated that the
dewetting temperature increases with the strength of the surface potential as well as with the increase of the
association energy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of nonuniform binary mixtures in conta
with a wall is a problem of great importance and is not qu
well understood@1–7#. The main difficulties arising here ar
connected with a rather large number of parameters that
fine the interactions in nonuniform mixtures as well as w
the multiplicity of thermodynamic paths that can be us
Even in the simplest possible lattice model with only near
neighbor interactions, there are three parameters, which
resent interaction energies between different pairs, and
parameters determining the strength of fluid-solid interact
for each component@4#. Under experimental conditions, th
interactions between different pairs of adparticles are dif
ent. Also, the interaction of each component of the mixt
with the solid substrate is different, and hence, one com
nent is usually favored. The same assumption is also me
a majority of theoretical and computer simulation stud
performed for adsorption of binary mixtures@5,6,8–11#.

A particular problem that has recently been studied th
retically and with help of computer simulations concerns
adsorption of the so-called symmetric binary mixtures, ch
acterized by the same interactions between pairs of like
ticles and by different energy of interaction between a pai
unlike particles, on nonselective, i.e., such that both com
nents interact with the solid with the same energy, sin
walls @5,7,12# and in slitlike pores@13,14#. The wetting be-
havior of symmetric binary mixtures that are in contact w
a nonselective wall has been also studied by Dietrich
Schick@5#, by Schmid and Wilding@7#, and quite recently by
Bucior et al. @12#. It has been demonstrated that the surfa
films formed by mixtures, which undergo a demixing tran
tion in the bulk, may exhibit quite complex behavior. In pa
ticular, various surface transitions have been found, incl
1063-651X/2003/67~6!/061603~11!/$20.00 67 0616
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ing first-order and continuous demixing and prewetti
transitions between films of different composition.

It is known that bulk associating binary mixtures exhib
quite different phase behavior than ordinary mixtures@15–
19#. In particular, molecular association gives rise to the
pearance of the so-called close loop liquid-liquid immiscib
ity and the existence of lower and upper critical soluti
temperatures. Also, the gas-liquid condensation in asso
ing mixtures has been found to be considerably differ
@16,20#. In the systems with moderate association energ
the condensed phase has been found to undergo gradua
mixing transition at the temperature below the tricritic
point, which is the onset of thel line. Thus, at very low
temperatures the gas-liquid condensation leads to the m
condensed phase, while at higher temperatures it leads
demixed condensed phase. In both cases the transition
first order. Only above the tricritical point the demixing is
second-order transition. In strongly associating symme
mixtures, the condensed phase is highly ordered and de
ing does not occur. In consequence, thel line does not exist
and the condensation always occurs between two mi
phases, via a first-order transition@20#.

The effects of confinement on the behavior of associat
binary mixtures has been theoretically studied, but only
the framework of a mean-field-like density functional a
proach@19#. We are not aware of any study aiming at th
elucidation of the effects of association on the wetting b
havior of binary mixtures that are in contact with a solid. T
studies of wetting at fluid-fluid interfaces, between two li
uid phases, have demonstrated that the presence of ass
tion, or chemical equilibrium among the components, c
lead to reentrant wetting as well as to dewetting transitio
@21#.

In this work we apply a very simple lattice gas model o
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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nonuniform reversibly associating symmetric binary mixtu
and discuss the problem of its wetting behavior in the cas
a nonselective solid substrate. Although the model is v
simple and can not be directly related to any real system,
believe that it captures the most essential features of as
ating binary mixtures that are in contact with a solid. W
demonstrate that the wetting of solid surfaces by binary m
tures may be considerably influenced by molecular asso
tion. In particular, it is shown that the molecular associat
may lead to dewetting transition in the systems which exh
complete wetting in the absence of associative interactio
The problem seems to be important since reversibly ass
ating mixtures are common in nature and play a signific
role in several technologically important processes. We
not aware of any theoretical as well as experimental stu
that would demonstrate such effects.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we pres
the model used, define the interaction potentials, disc
some basic aspects of its ground state properties and r
necessary information about the behavior of bulk syste
Then, in Sec. III, we describe the Monte Carlo method us
Section IV is devoted to the presentation of the results
tained for a series of systems characterized by differ
strength of the surface potential and by different energy
association. Section V summarizes our findings.

II. THE MODEL

The model of the fluid is the same as used in our ear
work @20#, which was devoted to the investigation of bu
properties of associating symmetric binary mixtures. Th
we consider a lattice gas model in which the particles of b
components,A andB, occupy sites of a cubic lattice. A pa
of particles interacts only when they occupy the first nea
neighbor sites. The energies of interaction between diffe
pairs (AA, BB, and AB) are denoted byuAA , uBB , and
uAB . In the case of a symmetric mixtureuAA5uBB , while,
in general,uAB is different. Besides, each particleA ~B! has
one acceptor~donor! that can participate in the formation o
a dimer. Since the particles are structureless, the donors
acceptors do not have any prespecified locations. The a
ciation energyuas is finite and hence the dimers are allow
to dissociate.

With the above assumptions, the Hamiltonian for suc
bulk system can be written as

Hb5uAA(̂
i j &

ni
Anj

A1uBB(̂
i j &

ni
Bnj

B1uAB(̂
i j &

ni
Anj

B

1uas(̂
i j &

g i j 2mA(
i

ni
A2mB(

i
ni

B , ~1!

whereni
K is the occupation variable equal to unity when t

i th site is occupied by a particle of componentK (K5A or
B), g i j 51 when both particles on sitesi and j form a bond
and equal 0 otherwise,mA andmB are the chemical potential
of both components. The first four sums run over all disti
pairs of nearest neighbors, while the last two sums are ta
over all sites.
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At the ground state, the above model predicts that un
different conditions the condensed phase may be the on
pure phases consisting of particlesA or B, or one of the two
different mixed phasesM1 andM2 of the structure schemati
cally shown in Fig. 1. The phaseM1 is characterized by a
random orientation of ‘‘bonds’’ resulting from the associ
tion, while in phaseM2 those bonds assume mutually para
lel orientation.

Throughout this work we fixuAA5uBB521 and uAB
50. Therefore, the only interaction parameter of the b
fluid, which is allowed to change isuas* 5uas /uuAAu, and we
assume that it takes the values 0,21, 22, 23 and24. The
same parameters have been used in the earlier study of
systems, for which the phase diagrams have been d
mined. Some knowledge about the properties and beha
of the bulk systems is a necessary prerequisite for the s
of wetting phenomena. Therefore, we briefly recall here
information about the behavior of those bulk systems.

For uas* 50 and21, the bulk behavior is qualitatively the
same. In particular, when the gas condensation takes p
along the pathmA5mB it leads to a demixed liquid. At the
temperatures below the tricritical point it occurs via the fir
order transition, while at higher temperatures along thel
line, it occurs via the continuous transition. Foruas* 522,
the situation is more complex. At very low temperature
below aboutT* 5kT/uuAAu50.6 the condensation is a firs
order transition between the mixed gas and mixed conden
phase, of the structureM2, as predicted by the ground sta
calculations. As the temperature increases, the conde
phase undergoes a gradual demixing, which complete
temperature of aboutT* 50.7. The condensation remains th
first-order transition up to temperature of about 0.86, wh
the tricritical point is located and thel line begins. Foruas*
523 and24, the gas condensation is always a first-ord
transition and leads to the formation of the mixed conden
phaseM2. It should be noted that the density of disorder
fluid reaches quite high values, of the order of 0.8 at
temperatures just above about 0.86, foruas* 523 and 0.84,
for uas* 524.

Next, we assume that the mixture is in contact with a so
attractive wall and that each component interacts with t
wall via the van der Waals-like potential@22,23#

VK~ l !5VK,o / l 3 whenK5A or B, ~2!

wherel is the distance from the surface~expressed in lattice

FIG. 1. The ordered mixed monolayer structuresM1 @part ~a!#
andM2 @part ~b!#.
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WETTING BEHAVIOR OF ASSOCIATING BINARY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 061603 ~2003!
spacings! and VK,o is the fluid-solid interaction energy o
particlesK located in the layer adjacent to the solid surfa
The Hamiltonian corresponding to the above defined nou
form system reads

H5Hb1(
l

FVA~ l !(
i P l

ni
A1VB~ l !(

i P l
ni

BG , ~3!

where the first sum runs over different layers and the rem
ing sums run over all sitesi which belong to layerl.

Depending on the values of bothVA,o* and VB,o* (VK,o*
5VK,o /uuAAu) the model may lead to quite complex surfa
phase behavior, involving layering transitions, which occ
between states of different structure and number of occu
layers, prewetting and wetting transitions, as well as the
mixing transition.

In a general case of a symmetric binary associating m
ture with arbitrary values of the interaction parameters,uAB*
anduas* , in contact with a nonselective wall, such thatVo,A*
5Vo,B* 5Vo* , the only possible states of the adsorbed laye
zero temperature correspond to the film consisting of
numbern of completely filled layers. The adsorbed film is
equilibrium with a bulk gas of density equal to zero. T
state with the number of occupied layersn50 represents the
two-dimensional gas, which atT50 has zero density.

When all of then layers are filled by particles of only on
component, the energy of the system~per lattice site! is equal
to

en,K* 5~123n!1(
i 51

n

Vo* ~ i !2nmK* , ~4!

wheremK* 5mK /uuAAu for bothK5A andB. Such a situation
arises whenever the chemical potential of the other com
nent is low enough~see the discussion below!.

The other possibility occurs when the interaction betwe
unlike particlesuAB* and/or the association energyuas* is suf-
ficiently large to induce the formation of mixed phases.
the case of a single occupied layer, the two different mix
phases,M1 and M2, ~of the structure shown in Fig. 1! can
appear. Those phases are the two-dimensional counter
of the mixed phases found in bulk systems@20#. When the
film consists ofn layers of the phaseM1 or M2, the corre-
sponding energies are given by

en,M1
* 5~123n!uAB* 10.5nuas* 1(

i 51

n

Vo* ~ i !20.5n~mA* 1mB* !

~5!

and

en,M2
* 50.5~225n!10.5n~uAB* 1uas* !1(

i 51

n

Vo* ~ i !

20.5n~mA* 1mB* !, ~6!

respectively. Of course, it is conceivable that under suita
conditions different sequences of occupied layers can app
For example, on top ofm layers occupied by one componen
06160
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the next layers may be filled by the particles of another co
ponent, or by one of the above defined mixed phasesM1 or
M2. The expressions defining the energies of such films
be also readily obtained using the Hamiltonian~3!.

From the ground state considerations of the bulk syste
@20# it follows that the location of condensation and th
structure of the condensed phase are determined by the
ues of bothuAB* , uas* and the chosen path, i.e., the relatio
between the chemical potentialsmA* andmB* . In the case of
uAB* 50 considered here, theM1 phase does not appear in th
bulk, as well as in surface layers. The necessary condition
the presence of theM2 phase readsuas,21 and the gas
condenses to that phase always when the chemical poten
fulfill the condition

mA* 1mB* 525.01uas* ~7!

and both mA* and mB* belong to the interval@23,22
1uas* #. Beyond that region, only the pureA ~when muB* ,

221uas* ) or B when (muB* ,221uas* ) condensed phase
appear, and the condensation point is located atmA* 523 or
at mB* 523, respectively.

Whenever the surface potential fulfills the conditio
V* (1)2V* (2),21 @24#, i.e., when Vo* ,21/0.875, the
formation of the adsorbed film proceeds via a sequence
layering transitionsn→n11. This condition applies to the
systems of an arbitrary value of the association energy.
weaker surface fields, the first layering transition, if it a
pears at all, involves a simultaneous condensation of m
than one layer. Several examples of ground state phase
grams for nonassociating mixtures have been presente
Refs.@10# and@11#. In the case of associating mixtures, tho
phase diagrams look quite similar, and only the structure
the mixed phase may be different. For example, whenVo*
521.0, the first layering involves condensation within t
two layers adjacent to the solid, independent of the mag
tude of uas* . The system withuas* .21 corresponds to the
situation in which any adsorbed layer is filled by only o
component. In the case ofuas* ,21, however, the mode
predicts the formation of mixed layers of theM2 structure,
just the same as in the case of a bulk phase. It should
noted that when the number of completed mixed layers,M2,
is even, the ground state energy of such a system is exa
the same as for the systems with alternatingA andB layers.

Here, we assume thatVA,o* 5VB,o* 5Vo* and restrict the
discussion to relatively weakly adsorbing walls withVo* >
21. The condition for the complete wetting to occur at a
temperature down to zero, depends on the type of the gro
state phase diagram for the bulk mixture and the chosen
of approach to bulk condensation. When the bulk conden
tion leads to the formation of the pure,A or B, phases, a
complete wetting atT50 occurs whenever

uKK

VK,o
,(

l 51

`

l 23, K5A or B, ~8!

and when the chosen path of the approach to bulk conde
tion is such that the chemical potential of one componen
3-3
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PATRYKIEJEW et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 061603 ~2003!
sufficiently low ~e.g., see the discussion in Ref.@11#! when
mA→3uAA ~bulk condensation to the pureK phase occurs a
mK53uKK (K5A or B). On the other hand, when the bu
condensation leads to the formation of one of the mix
phases,M1 or M2, the corresponding conditions for a com
plete wetting along the pathmA5mB at T50 are

uAB

0.5@VA,o1VB,o#(
l 51

`

l 23

,1 ~9!

and

@uAA1uBB#

@VA,o1VB,o#(
l 51

`

l 23

,1, ~10!

respectively. The first case occurs wheneveruAB,uAA
5uBB , while the second case occurs only whenuAB.uAA
anduas,uAA . The growing adsorbed layer also assumes
M1 or M2 structure, respectively. Note that the above con
tions ~9! and~10! do not explicitly depend on the associatio
energy, due to the cancellation of the corresponding bulk
surface contributions. With our choice of parameters, in p
ticular, for uAB50, only condition~10! needs to be taken
into consideration.

In the case of the computer simulation study one is,
course, forced to use finite systems and hence it is neces
to cut the surface potential at a certain finite distancel max. In
that case, the sums in the above equations, Eqs.~8!–~10!,
terminate atl 5 l max. Here we assume thatl max55, and
hence, for the parameters chosen here, the value ofVo that
delimits the regimes of complete and incomplete wetting
T50 equalsVo,t50.843 41uAA .

III. MONTE CARLO METHOD

Here we apply a standard Monte Carlo method in
grand canonical ensemble described in Refs.@8,20,24#. The
simulation cell size was equal toLx3Ly3Lz , with Lx5Ly
520 andLz540. Periodic boundary conditions in bothx and
y directions have been used, while in thez direction the
simulation cell was closed with identical adsorbing walls
cated atz50 andz541. The use of such a slab geomet
has already proved@9–11,23,25# useful and allows one to
obtain better statistics, since one collects data from two
face regions. Of course, when the number of adsorbed la
increases it is possible that capillary condensation occ
From our earlier experience it follows@23#, however, that
when the film thickness~at one wall! does not exceed one
fourth of Lz , it is possible to obtain quite reliable results a
both surfaces appear to be statistically independent. A si
Monte Carlo move, performed at a randomly chosen oc
pied site, consisted in an attempt to either annihilate the
ticle or to change its identity. In the case when the cho
site was empty, an attempt to create a randomly chosen
ticle A or B was performed. Also, the attempts to create
dissociate a dimer have been performed. All element
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moves have been accepted following the standard Metrop
criterion @24#.

The bulk densitiesrb,A and rb,B of both components
have been calculated as

rb,K5
1

10 (
l 516

25

^ni
K&, where K5A or B ~11!

by assuming that the layers between 16 and 25 behave
uniform system. The results have been compared with si
lations performed for a uniform system, using the simulat
cell of size 20320320 and periodic boundary condition
applied in all three space dimensions. Those calculati
have served not only as a check that the bulk densities h
been accurately estimated, but also were used to determ
bulk phase diagrams for the systems considered.

Then, the surface excesses of both components,rex,A and
rex,B , have been calculated as

rex,K5
1

2 (
l 51

Lz

@^ni
K&2rb,K#, where K5A or B.

~12!

The multiplier 1/2 arises from the fact that there are tw
surfaces present.

The surface excess densities of associates oriented p
lel (rex,as

h ) and perpendicular (rex,as
v ) to the surface have

been calculated in a quite the same manner.
The number of Monte Carlo steps~one Monte Carlo step

consisted ofLx3Ly3Lz elementary moves! used to calcu-
late averages varied between 23106 and 53106 depending
on the temperature and proximity to the bulk coexisten
point and only everynth configuration was used. In genera
a larger number of Monte Carlo steps and largern must be
used at the temperatures close to the second-order p
transitions, in order to minimize the effects of critical slow
ing down and increasing correlation time between sub
quent configurations. In our calculations the values on
ranged between 5 and 50. A similar number of Monte Ca
steps was used for equilibrating the system.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we present the results concerning ads
tion of associating fluids at a series of surfaces character
by different strengths of the surface potential, and, as alre
mentioned, we confine the discussion to the systems withVo*
between20.8 and21.0. The properties of one-compone
systems characterized by such values ofVo* have been al-
ready studied@25#. In particular, the systems withVo,* .Vo,t*
520.84341~for l max55) exhibit nonzero wetting tempera
ture, while forVo* ,Vo,t* a complete wetting at any tempera
ture, down to zero, occurs. The same conclusion stems f
the ground state calculations for binary symmetric mixtur
discussed in Sec. II.

The first series of calculations have been performed
Vo* 520.8 and the basic results are presented in Fig.
which shows the adsorption isotherms obtained at differ
3-4
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FIG. 2. Adsorption isotherms
for the systems withVo* 520.8
and different values of the asso
ciation energy:uas* 50 ~a!, 21
~b!, 22 ~c!, and 23 ~d!. The
same symbols correspond to th
same temperature in all panels: u
triangles, T* 50.6; open circles,
0.65; filled circles, 0.7; open
squares, 0.75; filled squares, 0.
open diamonds, 0.85; filled dia
monds, 0.90; and down triangles
0.95.
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temperatures for the systems with various values of the
sociation energy. In the case ofuas* 50 @Fig. 2~a!# the iso-
therms calculated at temperature up to 0.8 correspond to
nonwetting regime, while in the case of the isotherms
tained at temperatureT* 50.85, and higher, a complete we
ting takes place. In this case, the bulk phase diagram@20#
exhibits the tricritical point atTtrc* '1.18 at which the first-
order condensation transition meets thel line, which corre-
sponds to the continuous demixing transition. The incre
of the association energy touas* 521 has already a large
influence on the wetting transition temperature, which n
occurs between 0.9 and 0.95@Fig. 2~b!#.

For still higher association energies equal to22 and23,
the wetting remains incomplete up to the temperatures
which the bulk fluids attain high density at the coexisten
@see Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!#. In particular, foru* 522 the ad-
sorbed film reaches finite surface excess density a little lo
than 3.0, atT* 50.85. In this system the bulk tricritical poin
is located at only very slightly higher temperature of abo
Ttrc* 50.86560.005. The surface excess densities extra
lated toDm* 50 (Dm* 5mo* 2m* , wheremo* is the chemi-
cal potential at which the bulk condensation takes pla!
demonstrate clearly~see Fig. 3! that there are two differen
temperature regimes of the film growth. At the temperatu
below 0.7, only a partially filled monolayer film occur
while for higher temperatures the film thickness exhibits
jump, to rex about 2 and then grows nearly linearly wi
temperature. The appearance of those two regimes ca
attributed to the changes in the structure of the conden
bulk phase with temperature@20#; namely, whenuas* 522
the bulk condensed phase undergoes a gradual dem
upon the increase in temperature, and this process occur
over the temperatures between 0.65 and 0.7. The adso
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film is mixed over the entire range of temperatures, a
hence in the low temperature regime it coexists with a mix
liquid, while in the high temperature regime it coexists wi
already demixed liquid. This change in thermodynamic co
ditions leads to the observed changes in the film grow
When the association energy becomes still higher (uas* 5
23), the condensed phase is mixed over the entire rang
temperatures, and the bulk phase diagram has a diffe
topology than that for lower association energies. Namely
exhibits only the first order condensation between disorde
and ordered (M2) mixed phases, which at the temperatur
aboveT* '0.84 are both quite dense. The adsorption i

FIG. 3. The surface excess density at the bulk coexistence
the systems withVo* 520.80 and the association energyuas* 522
and23.
3-5
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FIG. 4. The surface exces
density of associates,rex,as , ver-
sus the total surface excess de
sity, rex , at different temperatures
~open circles, T* 50.65; filled
circles, 0.70; open squares, 0.7
filled squares, 0.80; and open dia
monds, 0.85! obtained for the sys-
tem with Vo* 520.8 and uas* 5
23 @part ~a!# and24 @part ~b!#.
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therms, shown in Fig. 2~d!, clearly demonstrate that the film
thickness remains finite at any temperature and that it gra
ally decreases on approaching bulk coexistence, when
temperature exceeds 0.83~see Fig. 3!. This is directly con-
nected with a sudden increase of the fluid phase density c
to coexistence, which reduces the surface excess densi
the case ofuas* 524, the results~not shown here! are quite
similar to those obtained foruas* 523. It should be noted
that even for such high association energies the associa
within the adsorbed layers is rather limited~see Fig. 4! and
the associates preferentially assume parallel orientation
respect to the surface~see Fig. 5!. The data shown in Fig. 5
show that the surface excess of vertically oriented assoc
is negative.

Now, we turn to the discussion of systems characteri
by higher values ofVo* 520.85, 20.9, and20.95. For all
these cases, the ground state calculations predict a com
wetting already atT* 50. Figures 6–8 present the sets
adsorption isotherms obtained for the systems character
by different Vo* and for various values of the associatio

FIG. 5. The surface excesses of horizontally~h! and vertically
(v) oriented associates,rex,as

k , versus the total surface excess de
sity of associates, for the system withVo* 520.8 anduas* 524, at
two different temperatures~shown in the figure!.
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energy. The systems withuas* 50 @cf. Figs. 6~a!, 7~a!, and
8~a!# behave as expected and do show complete wett
preceded by multilayering transitions, associated with a
multaneous condensation of a number of layers, as predi
by the ground state calculations. ForVo* 520.85 that multi-
layering transition involves the condensation of the first fo
layers, while forVo* 520.9 and20.95, the condensation
occurs in the first three layers. Indeed, the results prese
in Figs. 6~a!, 7~a!, and 8~a!, confirm the above prediction
very well.

The system withVo* 520.85 and the association energ
uas* 521 shows similar behavior as that withuas* 50. Thus
we observe a complete wetting, preceded by the conde
tion of the first four layers followed by a smooth growth
the adsorbed layer.

For uas* 522 anduas* 523, the adsorption stays finite o
approaching bulk coexistence at all temperatures used h
quite similarly as in the case of the systems withVo* 5
20.8. We have attempted to perform the calculations at
lower temperatures, below 0.6, but met very large meta
bility effects, so that even over some region of the chemi
potential beyond the bulk condensation point the adsorp
was very low. On the other hand, the ground state calc
tions lead to the conclusion that complete wetting sho
occur already at very low temperatures,T* 50 included.
Thus the results of our Monte Carlo simulations, perform
at rather high temperatures, together with the ground s
predictions, suggest that a dewetting transition should oc
at temperatures below 0.6. At his point, however, we have
evidence for the existence of that transition.

The results obtained for the systems withVo* 520.9 and
the nonzero association energy are quite similar to those
Vo* 520.85 ~cf. Figs. 6 and 7!. The system withuas* 521
exhibits the first layering transition involving mutual conde
sation in the first three layers, and then adsorption gro
smoothly, since the temperatures used are much higher
the critical temperatures of layering transitions in higher la
ers. The systems with higher energy of associationuas* 5
22 and23 still do not show complete wetting. Again, th
attempts to perform Monte Carlo simulations at lower te
peratures, of 0.55 and 0.5, and with the starting configu

-
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FIG. 6. Adsorption isotherms
for the systems withVo* 520.85
and different values of the asso
ciation energy:uas* 50 ~a!, 21
~b!, 22 ~c!, and 23 ~d!. The
same symbols correspond to th
same temperature in all panels: u
triangles, T* 50.6; open circles,
0.65; filled circles, 0.7; open
squares, 0.75; filled squares, 0.
open diamonds, 0.85; filled dia
monds, 0.90; and triangles down
0.95.
a
ry
re

ble

g

hick
, in
nd
nge

t the
e

mi-
tions corresponding to three, and more, occupied layers, h
led to very thin films even at the chemical potentials ve
close to bulk equilibrium. At still lower temperatures, seve
metastability effects do not allow one to obtain any relia
results.

The situation changes considerably forVo* 520.95. Al-
though the systems ofuas* 50 and21 do not show any new
behavior, and exhibit the multilayering transition, involvin
06160
vethree layers adjacent to the surface. In both cases, the t
films are strongly demixed, as demonstrates Fig. 9. Also
the case ofu* 522 now new features have been found a
the film does not wet the surface at the temperature ra
down to 0.5. On the other hand, the system ofuas* 523
clearly demonstrates the presence of complete wetting a
temperatureT* 50.55, while at the temperature of 0.6 th
adsorbed film is very thin over the entire range of the che
-

e
p

8;
-
,

FIG. 7. Adsorption isotherms
for the systems withVo* 520.9
and different values of the asso
ciation energy:uas* 50 ~a!, 21
~b!, 22 ~c!, and 23 ~d!. The
same symbols correspond to th
same temperature in all panels: u
triangles, T* 50.6; open circles,
0.65; filled circles, 0.7; open
squares, 0.75; filled squares, 0.
open diamonds, 0.85; filled dia
monds, 0.90; and triangles down
0.95.
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FIG. 8. Adsorption isotherms
for the systems withVo* 520.95
and different values of the asso
ciation energy:uas* 50 ~a!, 21
~b!, 22 ~c!, and 23 ~d!. The
same symbols correspond to th
same temperature in all panel
filled triangles left,T* 50.55, up
triangles, 0.6; open circles, 0.65
filled circles, 0.7; open squares
0.75; filled squares, 0.8; open dia
monds, 0.85; filled diamonds
0.90; and down triangles, 0.95.
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with
cal potential. Thus, there must be a dewetting transiti
which occurs at the temperature located betweenT* 50.55
and 0.6. The adsorbed films have equimolar concentratio
both components, which are well mixed. At sufficiently lo
temperatures, the structure of each layer corresponds to
M2 phase, while at high temperatures, the film is disorder
It is quite well illustrated by the changes of surface exc
densities of horizontally and vertically oriented associa
against the total surface density, depicted in Fig. 10. T

FIG. 9. The adsorption isotherm obtained for the system w
Vo* 520.95 anduas* 521 at T* 50.75. Circles are for the tota
surface excess density while open and filled squares represen
surface excess densities of different components. Vertical da
line marks the location of bulk coexistence.
06160
,

of

the
d.
s
s
e

vertically oriented associates show negative surface exce
all temperatures, while the horizontally oriented associa
show different behavior at low and high temperatures. Th
at sufficiently low temperatures the degree of associatio
rather close to saturation and the surface excess of th
associates depends linearly on the total excess density.
worth noting that the ratio ofrex,as

h /rex'0.5, since every
two adsorbed particles~one of the componentA and one of
the componentB) form one dimer, as expected for the o

h

the
ed

FIG. 10. The surface excesses of horizontally (k5h, open sym-
bols! and vertically (k5v, filled symbols! oriented associates
rex,as

k , versus the total surface excess density, for the system
Vo* 520.95 anduas* 523, at different temperatures:T* 50.55,
circles; 0.80, squares; and 0.85, diamonds.
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deredM2 phase. At the higher temperature of 0.8, the ho
zontally oriented associates still change linearly with the
tal excess density, but the slope of that line is lower, since
film is already disordered and only a fraction ofA2B pairs
forms dimers. At the highest temperature considered,
T* 50.85 the surface excesses of the both, horizontally
vertically oriented, dimers drop on approaching bulk coe
istence, due to a more rapid increase of the dimers densi
the bulk. The formation of theM2 phase in the adsorbed film
is particularly well seen at the density profiles of horizonta
oriented associated, shown in Fig. 11. Those profiles h

FIG. 11. The density profiles of horizontally oriented associa
for the system withVo* 520.95 anduas* 523 at different tempera-
tures~shown in the figure!.
06160
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-
e
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been obtained for the system withuas* 523 at the tempera-
tures of 0.55 and 0.75 and at the chemical potentials not
from the bulk coexistence.

For the strongest surface field considered,Vo521, the
ground state calculations predict that the first layering tr
sition involves mutual condensation of the first two laye
adjacent to the surface, followed by a series of layering tr
sitions, which occur in higher layers. In the case of a sing
component adsorption, the critical temperature of the fi
layering transition is equal to aboutTc* (122)'0.61 and is
considerably higher than the critical temperatures of the l
ering transitions in higher layers,Tc* ( l ), which only slightly
exceed the critical temperature of a strictly two-dimensio
system, equal toTc,1* 50.5673 @26#, and converge to the
roughening temperatureTR as l→` @26#. In the case of bi-
nary mixtures characterized by the energy of associationuas*
between 0 and23, the situation is similar, as predicted b
the ground state considerations. Figure 12 presents the
amples of adsorption isotherms calculated for the syste
with different uas* . In the case ofuas* 50 and21 @see Figs.
12~a! and 12~b!# the situation is just as described. In partic
lar, we find the layering transition involving mutual conde
sation in layers 1 and 2. In both cases the film is stron
demixed.

In the case ofuas* 522 we have found a clear evidence
layering transitions and complete wetting at a very low te
perature of 0.4@see Fig. 12~c!#. In particular, apart from the
first layering, which involves the condensation in the fi
two layers, the formation of the third layer also occurs v
the first-order transition. Although the subsequent layers
pear to grow continuously, there are rather large techn
problems due to proximity of the bulk coexistence and

s

-

e
s:

,

s,

-

FIG. 12. Adsorption isotherms
for the systems withVo* 521.0
and different values of the asso
ciation energy:uas* 50 ~a!, 21
~b!, 22 ~c!, and 23 ~d!. The
same symbols correspond to th
same temperature in all panel
filled triangle right, T* 50.40;
open triangle right, 0.50; filled
down triangle, 0.55; up triangles
0.6; filled triangle up, 0.64; open
circles, 0.65; filled circles, 0.7;
open squares, 0.75; filled square
0.8, open diamonds, 0.85; filled
diamonds, 0.90; and down tri
angles, 0.95.
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results are rather noisy. The results obtained at the temp
ture equal to 0.5 require some comments. The adsorp
runs have led only to the formation of a bilayer on approa
ing bulk condensation. Therefore, it is quite possible that
film does not wet the surface at that temperature. We h
also attempted to start the desorption runs very close to
bulk condensation point and using the starting configura
with three as well as four occupied layers. However,
system always relaxed to the configuration with only tw
filled layers.

For uas* 523 the layering also occurs at sufficiently lo
temperatures, below 0.64. As soon as the temperature
ceeds that threshold value, the adsorption isotherms do
show any trace of layering transitions as well as wetting.
have performed the simulation starting at the chemical
tential very close to bulk coexistence and with the start
configuration consisting of various numbers of occupied l
ers, and found that after equilibration the system always
laxes to the low density state. Thus, the results provid
rather strong evidence of dewetting transition at the temp
ture of about 0.64.

V. SUMMARY AND FINAL REMARKS

We have performed extensive Monte Carlo simulatio
for adsorption of associating symmetric binary mixtures
attractive walls. Our study has aimed at the determination
the interplay between the effects of molecular associa
and the wetting of the substrate by the mixture. Using
lattice gas formalism we have selected a series of syst
characterized by different values of the association ane
and by different strength of the surface potential, taken to
same for both components. In particular, the values of
association energy have been chosen in such a way tha
bulk phase is always demixed (uas* >21) or it exhibits mix-
ing over a certain range of the temperature and the chem
potentials of both components (uas* ,21). The simulations
have been carried out along the path of equal chemical
tentials for both species.

The results obtained have demonstrated that the we
behavior of the mixtures studied depends strongly on
effects of association, which take place in the adsorbed
as well as in the bulk. In particular, when the systems exh
nonzero wetting temperature, the increase of association
ergy leads to the increase of the wetting temperature. S
the increasing effects of association reduce the tempera
range over which the dilute gas phase exists, the adsorp
systems with high values ofuas* do not show complete wet
ting at all. The system characterized byuas* 522 is particu-
larly interesting, due to rather peculiar behavior of the bu
Gradual demixing of the condensed phase occurs over a
tain interval of temperatures, betweenT1* andT2* , such that
d
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below for T* ,T1* the bulk liquid is mixed, while atT*
.T2* it is demixed. These quite different thermodynam
conditions at bulk coexistence influence the behavior of
sorbed films. The adsorbed layer exhibits complete mixi
even at the temperatures exceedingT2* . Thus, at the coex-
istence the mixed thick film must undergo demixing tran
tion, when the macroscopically thick liquid layer is forme
There, probably, exists a certain free energy barrier for t
demixing transition and hence the development of th
~mixed! wetting layers is seriously hindered.

The most interesting finding of this work concerns t
evidence of dewetting transition, which occurs upon the
crease of temperature in the systems characterized by s
ciently high energy of association. The dewetting tempe
ture increases with the increase of the strength of the sur
potential. The mechanism, which leads to that behavior
not quite clear, however. In general, it cannot be attributed
the above discussed temperature changes of the bulk li
structure, which have been found foruas* 522, but do not
take place when the association energy is higher, e.g.,uas*
523.0. Besides, the temperatures at which the dewett
for uas* 522, occurs are considerably lower than the te
perature at which the demixing of the bulk phase beg
(T1* ). A more systematic study of the changes of dewett
temperature on the strength of the surface field and the m
nitude of the association energy are needed to determine
mechanism of dewetting transition.

Another interesting question concerns the formation
adsorbed layers on surfaces characterized by a stronger
face potential, when the film growth occurs via a sequenc
layering transitions. It is possible that even such syste
may exhibit incomplete wetting and the layering transitio
may terminate at a finite thickness of the film, when t
association energy is high enough.

Other classes of systems that would also require st
involve symmetric as well as nonsymmetric associating
nary mixtures in contact with selective walls. In such cas
the association of the molecules adsorbed is expected to
to a quite different structure of surface layers. When the
teractions of both components with a wall are different, t
dimers may be more likely to assume orientation perpend
lar to the surface and this may also influence wetting beh
ior. Besides, in order to fully understand the phase beha
of nonuniform associating mixtures, it would be also des
able to use different thermodynamic conditions, regard
the relation between the chemical potentials of both spec
In our earlier study of nonassociating nonuniform bina
mixtures@9–11# it was clearly demonstrated that their pha
behavior is very complex and in several aspects has no c
terparts in simple one-component systems. Molecular a
ciation is expected to add still new elements to the ph
behavior of adsorbed layers.
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